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I. SUMMARY
I'he purpose of the Extreme Temperature Requirements (ETR{ study is
the determination of the extremes of temperature expected to be experienced
by electronics components on future spacecraft. This information will be used
to 1) evaluate the capability of existing parts and 2) serve as design criteria
for new piece parts.
The orbiter investigation is centered on a hypothetical spacecraft which
may be instrumented for an orbiter mission around any of the planets. The
spacecraft instrumentation in each case is based on the instruments proposed
for orbiter spacecraft noted in the Phase I report (JPL document 900-21?.).
Consequently, each spacecraft contains electronics considered representative
of those expected to be found on any orbiter spacecraft actually launched in this
century.
For the inner planet orbiters, high temperature extremes may occur
either while orbiting Venus or Mercury, depending upon the distance of the
spacecraft frorn the planet's surface. Orbits around each planet are examined
to determine the worst case effects.
The worst case low t9rnperature extremes incurred by an orbiting space-
craft may be expected to occur during orbiting of Pluto. However, temper-
atures incurred would be expected to be less extreme than those incurred by
flyby spacecraft passing through the void of outer space.
Studies indicate that by proper design temperature extremes can be
limited to occur only at locations on orbiter spacecraft remote from the main
bus (i. e. , on science experiments and attitude control. sensors). The types of
electronic components contained in units at these remote locations are identi-
fied, and thermal studies are performed to determine the severity of temper-
atures resulting from the thermal variations in the environment. Power and
weight penalties resulting from the use of various means of thermal control
are evaluated and sum •narized in more detail in Section V!, Thermal Studies.
1
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I1. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The instruments and component piece parts identified as likely candidates
0	
for orbiter spacecraft were found to generally be the same as those identified
as likely to be used on flyby spacecraft. The temperature extremes associated
with orbiter spacecraft, while not as severe as the extremes associated with
s	 the results of the flyby spacecraft investigation, were found to exceed the capa-
bilities of the piece parts if essentially no thermal controls were employed. As
^.	 a direct consequence, the conclusions and recommendations resulting from the
flyby investigation (noted in JPL documents 701-29 and 750-35) are directly
applicable to the orbiter investigations, and are briefly sumrnarized below.
(More detailed analysis and comments may be found in Sections V and VI, Parts
Idertification and Thermal Studies. )
Special high or low temperature capability electronic parts need not be
developed to guarantee the success of any orbiter mission. Orbiter missions
around any planet can be performed with currently existing piece parts. How-
ever, the temperature capabilities of those parts generally dictate the accept-
able range of temperatures within which satisfactory operations may take place.
For orbiter spacecraft, this is expected to result in the establishment of a need
33	 for the inclusion of temperature control devices. Thermal control devices,
`L
however, consume spacecraft weight and power. Consequently, the penalty
incurred by the use of currently existing parts types is revealed in terms of the
quantities of weight and power required for thermal control purposes.
A. OUTER PLANETS
Thermal constraints, or penalties, associated with orbiter missions
around any of the outer planets could be eased considerably by the uniform use
of parts types capable of survival and operation at temperatures as low as
- 100° C to - 125° C (which is about 50° C lower than the currently stated capability
of most parts). For an orbiter spacecraft designed similar to the proposed
flyby class Thermoelectric Outer Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) and carrying
similar appendage-located instruments, the savings would include a reduction
of thermal control power requirements amounting to a value approaching
50 percent of the total originally specified, (corresponding to a savings of
approximately 10 watts).
2
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It development of low temperature capability piece parts for outer planet
orbiter spacecraft is undertaken, the first approach should consist of an
attempt to qualify existing; parts types at the desired l--)wer levels. The reason
for first approaching the development in this manner is that a considerable
amount of uncertainty exists relative to the understanding of actual existing
capabilities. Included in low temperature capability development should be an
evaluation of the expected useful life and reliability of each piece part when
operated at the low temperatures.
The minimum electronics likely to be mounted at non-bus locations on
outer planet orbiter spacecraft would consist of a detector element and pre-
amplifier (containing; linear bipolar and MOS IC's, metal film and wire-wound
resistors, ceramic capacitors, inductors/transformers, and discrete semi-
t-
conductors such as transistors, diodes, FET's, zeners, and thermistors).
If qualification of existing electronics at lower temperature proves fruitless,
development of new parts should begin with the above noted types.
B. INNER PLANETS
In the case of the inner planet orbiters, the "penalty" for thermal control
may be reduced by the use of uniform high temperature capability electronic
piece parts for assemblies appended t : the main bus. Most electronic compo-
nents located in these external appendages currently possess high temperature
R	 capabilities on the order of 125° C. However, certain components (primarily
sensor and detector elements) have maximum temperature capabilities con-
siderably lower (often on the order of 60° C or less) thereby constraining the
maximum oper«,.ing temperatures to levels lower than 125° C. Providing; a
uniform highh temperature capability of 125° C for all piece parts wouid provide
each instrument with relaxed thermal control requirements by eliminating or
reducing shielding requirements, or providing a greater span of allowable
operating and survival temperatures. Such an expanded range could be bene-
ficial for use during the transit period between Earth and the orbital destination
t	 of the spacecraft.
The design of the physical configuration of most inner planet orbiter
U	 spacecraft is likely to locate most appendage instruments in the shade of the
r	 main spacecraft bus. (Exceptions might include certain attitude control
T	 3
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devices anti, in rare cases, a science instrurrnent. ) Most instruments are
thereby shielded from the variable thermal influence of the Sun at the exp.:!nse
of providing some internal dissipation of power to maintain a minimum accept-
able temperature. These sane instruments, in planetary orbit, are elso
unlikely to experience high temperature extremes if a reasonable amount of
thermal control is provided.
It is important to note that penalties for thermal control can also be
reduced for inner planet orbiter spacecraft by increasing the low temperature
capabilities of appendage instruments. 	 Shielding or blanketing generally
f results in appendage located equipments experiencing a more constant tempera-
ture environment which is semi-isolated from the external environment, and
is often preferred from an operational reliability point of view.	 Consequently,t_
it is not entirely desirable to provide for the elimination of thermal shields or
blankets.	 When shields or blankets are incorporated in the design of an instru-
ment located on an appendage to the main spacecraft bus, it forces the instru-
ment to rely on its internal dissipation of power (heat) to maintain minimum
acceptable temperatures.	 Since low temperature capabilities of the instru-
ment's piece parts dictate the minimurn acceptable temperature of the instru-
ment, it follows that the lower tt.e temperature capability of the piece parts,
the lower the minimum acceptable temperature of the instrument.	 In turn, the
1,_)wer the minimum acceptable temperature of the instrument, Ohl- less heater
power required to attain that temperature. 	 The difference in :internal power
dissipation requirements for instrument Beating can be viewed, the%i, as a
re-diction in cost for thermal control.
From the standpoint of power and weight penalties incurred, cost savings
that may be realized from development of high temperature (100° C to 125° C)
electronics for inner planet orbiter spacecraft are probably lower than those
that may be realized from the development of low temperature electronics.
However, if development of high temperature components is to be undertaken,
initial efforts should be directed towards attaining high temperatures capa-
bilities or suitable replacements for the following components:
	 Lead Sulfide
and Rubidium Absorption Cells; Lithium Drifted, Silicon, and Germanium
_ Solid State Detectors; Cesium Iudide Photodiodes; Photomultiplier, Geiger-
Nliiller, and Vidicon Tubes; Cherenkov and Scintillation Counters; and other
solid state devices having high temperature capabilities less than 125° C.
4
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Few inner planet orbiter misa.ons are likely to take place in this
'	 century, and of those that will, the number containing instrwnents requiring
the use of special thermal control devices or hi,4h temperature capability cor-n-
punents is expected to be quite small. If the choice were made to utilize high
temperature capability components for such missions, development of high
temperature detectors would be required. However, high temperature capa-
bility detectors generally have few us:--s aside from the particular spacecraft
instrument for which they are designed. Existing thermal control techniques
+	 (a: indicated in Section VI) and devices (shields, blankets, louvers, etc. ) can
provide acceptable temperatures while incurring little or no additional power
or weight penalties. Since such dev* --es and techniques are readily available,
it is recommended that high temperi .ire capability detector development be
waived in favor of utilizing thermal controls to provide satisfactory tempera-
tures on inner planet orbiter spacecraft.
T 
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W. APPROACH
The ETR study is being performed in two phases. The first phase
(concluded in FY'69 and summarized in JPL Document 900-212) dealt with pos-
sible methods of determining temperature extremes likely to be encountered
by electronics parts used on future space missions. Most of thc studies per-
formed for NASA dealing with future missions were examined And reviewed in
an atterript to identity those missions likely to produce extrem. piece-part Vin-
peratures. In addition, the possibility of extending those missions to more
extreme conditions by using the same spacecraft on longer or nior '! distaict
missions was considered. However, the Phase I mission review showed that
none of the m i ssions represented extreme temperature. conditions. Further-
more, in all cases studied, spacecraft temperatures were required to be main-
tained within a nominal (usually room-temperature) range as a design constraint.
This constraint xas dictated by ti.e capability of current parts and caused the
spacecraft co^,:figuratior and mission profile to be optimized for those ground
rules.
What this meant in terms of pursuing the original study approach was
th .t: 1) no extreme missions were discovered, and 2) extension .)f existing
missions to the extreme cases was not possible without re- optimizing for the
extended mission environment. This would require a complete new mission 	 4
study for each ease desired.
The revised approach started Nvith the assumption that some form of
thermal control (requiring a finite amount of weight ar,d power) would be used
on all future space missions. These missions could then be classified (in
ascending order of thermal control complexity) into three cases:
(1) Flyby missions, which observe the celestial target for a brief
period and at a closest aphroactn distance of a thousand or more
kilometers (this category also includes solar and deep space probes).
(2) Orbiter missions, which perform similar measurements much more
frequently with rriany revolutions around a planet and at distances
closer to its surface.	 1
6
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(3) Lander missions, which include all survival surface missions
(capsules, bard Landers and soft landers) th'A return telemetered
data to Earth.
In Phase I, it was shown that the spacecraft bus t
 could be thermally
decoupled from the solar environment for flyby missions. Once the bus is
successfully decoupled, a reasonable amount (normally less than 4 ;percent of
weight and pc.wer) of thermal control is sufficient to maintain acceptable tervi-
peratures for the electronics contained inside the bus. Therefore, the extreme:
temperature problem is reduced to considering only the effects on items which
cannot be included in the bus, such as science experiments and attitude control 	
4
sensors.
For any particular spacecraft usiag such thermal control methods, the
problem of discovering which electronic parts types experience severe tem-
perature environments breaks down into two tasks.
A PARTS IDENTIFICATION
This task involves listing; the electronic piece part types contained (or
expected to be contained) in each spacecraft t;ubsystem. As a portion of this
task, the prese.it temperature capability of each parts type is identified.
13. THERMAL STUDIES
This task involves estimating; the temperacure extremes to be encountered
during; the mission for all of the spacecraft subsystems. Some idea of the
penalty imposed by the thermal control requirements can be obtained by a com-
parison of the estimates of the weight and power required for each subsystem
an ,1 the temperatures which would be reached if no thermal control were used.
1 ''Bus''
 
is defined as the main spacecraft structure (exclusive of appenda-
ges such as bucoms, antennas, solar panels, etc. ) v. hich contains the major
portion of spacecraft control electronics. It is ritually thermally contrclled
as a unit.
7
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Performing thy• :above tasks for nun-bus Hardware should yield answers
to the following; questions:
(1) Is there an extreme temperature problem for electronics parts on
the spacecraft?
(2) What parts are involved?
f
	
	 (3) What penalty must be paid, in terms of weight and power, for a
thervial control sufficient to bring all affected parts within an
acceptable temperature range?
(4) What cost savings could be realized by the development and utiliza-
li	 tion of parts that would eliminate the current temperature con-
straints, thereby establishing new limits at less constraining; levels?
The first inissio ►► selected to provide answers to these questions was the
JPL TOPS mission. The TOPS' primary mission is to perform the Grand Tour
Flyby of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune during the unique 1976-79 launch
opportunity. Such a mission was considered by the ETR study to be limiting
S +	 cold-temperature case for any flyby missions planned for this century. The
t
results of that study are contained in JPU Document 701-29.
The second mission selected to provide answers to these questions util-
ized a hypothetical, fully attitude stabilized spacecraft. Th:.^ spacecraft mission
was assurried to consist of interplanetary environment investigations between
Earth and 0. 1AU of the Sun, and flYhy investigations of the inner planets Venus
and Mercury. Since no spacecraft in the next 30 years is expected to opera-
tionally approach nearer the Sun than 0. 1 AU, the environmentally produced
thermal response of the hypothetical spc-icecraft, evaluated at 0. 1 AU, was con-
sidered to encompass the limiting; high temperature a%tremes that will be
experienced by actual flyby spacecraft in this century (JPL Docuument 750-35).
Orbiter class spacecraft missions are examined to identify additional
-answers to the questions stated above. Again a hypothetical, fully attitude
stabilized spacecraft was assumed ass a model. Two distinct sets of instru-
ments were co • isidered associated v ith the model: one set representative of
spacecraft proposed for Versus or Mercury orbiter missions, and one set
representative of spacecraft proposed for Mars or outer planet ortiiter missions.
8
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Circular orbits of 500 and 1500 krn above the surfaces of both Venus and
Mercury were selected for analysis of the high temperature extremes, based
on the lowest orbits proposed in missions identified in the Phase I report.
Outer p lanet o . oits were not investigated, since the set of instruments found
representative of outer planet orbiters was found to be the same a: those iden-
tified for outer planet flyby spacecraft, and the more conservative estimate of
cold temperature extremes had already been established during; cold tempera-
ture flyby case examination.
w
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IV. HYPOTHETICAL MISSION RATIONALE
The orbiter case study was undertaken with the philosophy that the
equipments and environments studied must be representative of typical orbiter
missions. No single mission reviewed in the mission studies satisfied this
criteria. Instruments recommended for use con spacecraft proposed for orbit-
ing Venus, however, were found to also be recommended for use on Mercury
orbiters. Similarly, the instrunie_nts recommended for use on Mars orbiters
were also noted as generally recommended for use on outer planet orbiters.
Consequently, a hypothetical spacecraft mission was synthesized, and assumed
to contain a spacecraft consisting of a bus electronics package and a set of
appendage located instruments (representative of typical planet orbiter instru-
ments). The mission objectives were defined to be consistent with the gen-
	
`	 orally stated? objectives of all prope ted orbiter missions. Orbits of 1500 ktn
(identified as typical for proposed inner planet orbits) and 500 km (worst case
	
Eli
	
extreme) were examined.
Orbits lower than 500 km were excluded front examination since 1) no
missions were identified that proposed orbits lower than 500 km, and L) space-
craft approaching nearer than 500 kin to an inner planet are more likely to be
planetary atmosphere or surface probes, which will be examined in the lander
study. Orbits of 1500 lun were noted as being fairly representative of orbital
heights most likely to be attempted.
The main bus of the spacecraft (containing the bus electronics packages)
	
t	 was assumed to be thermally decoupled from impinging solar energy, con-
sistent with the capabilities deemed reasonable as indicated in the Phase I
report. Planetary radiation and albedo were assumed to be capable of influ-
encing bus temperatures by a relatively insignii:cant aniount (see Appendix 1).
The temperatures of externally located experiment and attitude control pack-
ages, however, were considered influenced by the amount of solar radiation,
planetary radiation and albedo radiation intercepted. The highest tempera-
tures would be expected to occur where the maximum radiation intercepted
was converted into heat (which might be at either Venus or Mercury), and the
lowest temperatures would be expected where the total radiation intercepted
was minimal.
10
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The worst case high temperatures would be experienced when an assembly
is simultaneously irradiated with solar radiation, and planetary infrared and
albedo radiation. To insure the most conservative high te.nperature extreme
producing; situations were examined, the orbiter study of the inner planets
initially assurned all three forms of radiation impinged on the externally located
instrunient packages of the hypothetical spacecraft.
An orbiting spacecraft would logically intercept the least ainount of solar
radiation, planetary radiation, and albedo, while in orbit around Pluto, the
coldest, most distant planet from the Sun. However, the travel time for an
arbiter spacecraft to reach the outer planets is sufficiently long, so that the
tit_tual cold temperature extremes expected to be incurred by such a spacecraft
will occur in transit, where planetary radiation and albedo are insignificant
and solar radiation is minimal. Consequently, that point on a spacecraft's
trajectory wherein the minimal amount of solar radiation alone would impinge
on a spacecraft was ,fudged most appropriate for determining the worst case
cola temperature extremes.
3
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V. PARTS IDENTIFICATION
Knowledge of a precise spacecraft configuration is not required for
identification of electronic equipments located outside the main bus. For
nearly all spacecraft, most electronic packages located externally consist of
science experiments, which require a field of view of the phenomena being
observed. The remaining; externally located electronics packages generally
consist of attitude control system equipment. Both science and attitude control
packages may be located on a scan platform or booms.
I
Lists of electronics parts types for each of the non-bus equipments have
been prepared by the cognizant JPL technical divisions. Included in the parts
lists are estimates of the current temperature capabilities of each piece part .
Tables 1 through 3 summarize the identification of piece parts and associ- 	 4
ated temperature capabilities. Basically, each instrument can be considered
to consist of a sensing element or detector, a signal amplifier, and circuitry
to convert the signal into a data format suitable for transmission to Earth.
In all cases, the detector is the one component which mus t_ be exposed to the
ambient environment where the sensing of raw information takes place. The
balance of the electronics associated with each instrument may be located at
the• same physical location as the detector, or it may he partially included in
thF.! bus hardware. For any particular instrument, the minimal ainount of
electronics likely to be exposed to the environment would consist of a detector
element and a pre-amplifier to carry the signal to the bus, where the remaining
data handling could take place.
	 4
Most of the electronics parts likely to be used on Venus or Mercury
science experiments and attitude control devices (aside from detector elements)
have a high temperature capability of 125° C. 	 However, nearly all of these
packages contain detectors having high temperature capabilities significantly
lower than 125" C. As a consequence, high temperature operating limits are
generally imposed on instrument designs in order to accommodate detector-
dictated high temperature limitations.
If orbiter missions to the inner planets were likely to produce high tem-
•'	 peratures (>50'C) in the external electronic equipment, detector devices
would be likely to be the first components adversely affected. However, it is
12
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Table 1. Parts Type Breakdown-Science Experiments. A1, parts have a
temperature capability of -55 e C to 125 e C r
 excep as noted.
TART rv Pt g
/1.7/
	 o
"t	 'STRUME NT /\ ! 	 U 3rI	 eei
d
Rubidium Vapur Magnetumeter 10 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Fluxgote Mognafameler X X X X X X X X X
I
X X X X X X
_
Hot ium Mognetorneter ll^ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Foil Serra Micrometeroid Detector X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Acoustic Sensor Micrometeroid X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XDetector
Energy Spectrum Plena Probe X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Directional Plasma Probe X X X X X X X X X X X X X x X
Solar Proton Particle Detector X X X X X X X X X X X X X x X X X
Neutron Particle Detector X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Electron Particle Detector X X X XX X X X X X X X X X X X X
Ionization Chamber Particle X X X X X X X X XX X X X X X X XDetects
Gammo-Ray Defector X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X-Ray Defector X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Tropp-id Radiation Detector X X X X X X X X X X X X x X X X X
Infrared Spectrometer X XX X X X X r X X X X X X X X
Ultraviolet Spectrometer X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Infrared Rodiometer l2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Microwave Rodiameter l3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Multicolor or White light X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XPhotometer
Ultraviolet Photometer X X x X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Wide Angle Television X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Narrow Angle Television X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 4-1
X
Rodor Altimeter
_-j—X
X X X Xf XI X1 X X X X X X X X
Includes Transistors,	 Diodes,	 FET's,	 Zeners,	 Etc.	 IOAlso contains plastic lenses with a maximum temperature capability
0
2 Moximum Temperature Capabilities:	 lead Sulfide Cell, 55°C; Rubidium	 of 65C.
Absorbtion Cell, 40*C.	 I I Also contains a poloriter with a maximum temperature capability of
3Moximum Temperature Capability: 	 Lithium Drifted Solid State 	 65"C.
Defectors, 50°C.	 12AIso contains o Bismuth-Antimony thermopile with o maximum temperature
4Moximum Temperature Capabilities: 	 Silicon Solid State Detectors, 	 capability of 30°C.
40°C; Germanium Solid State Detectors, 50°C.	 13AIso contains o ferrite switching device and special hot carrier diodes
5 Maximum Temperature Capability:	 Cesium Iodide Photodiodn, 50°C.	 with temperature capabilities of -20'C to 70*C.
6Maximsun Temperature Capability:	 Photomultiplier Tubes, 0 °C to 70 °C.	 14Mirimum Temperature Capability: Copper Wire Wound Ni Fe Cores,
7 Maxinwm Temperature Capabilities' 	 Geiger-Miiiler Tubes, 20 °C to	 -20`C.
15
°C; Vidicon Tubes55 25'C.	 MinimumTemperature Capability: 	 Silicon Solid State Detectors,
0
RMaximum Temperature Capability:
	 Cherenkov and Scintillation	 -10°to - 40C.
Counters, 40°C.	 16 MinimumTem perature Capability: 	 Lithium Cores,	 -20°C.
9Minimum Temperature Capability: Cherenkov and Scintillation
Counters,
	 -20eC.
t
13
-40
-150
-250
-20
-50
-55
-100
-100
-55
-55
-10 to -40
-40 to -55
-50
-55 to -70
-30 to -100
-20
-20
-200
-20
Television Cameras
IR Radiometers
Vector Helium Magnetometers; Planet Sensors
Approach Guidance
Fluxgate Magnetometers
IR Radiometers
Acoustic Sensors, Micrometeroid Detectors
Optical Sensors, Radiation Instruments
Energy Spectrum Plasma Probes, L.:ectional
Plasma Probes
Solar Proton. Particle Detecturs
Solar Proton Particle Detectors
Neutron Particle Detectors; Cosmic Ray,
Trapped Radiation, I-u%% , Energy Radiation
Detectors
I. R. Spectrometers, Radiation Detectors
Magnetometers
UV Photometers, Neutron Particle Detectors,
Camma-Ray Detectors, tTV Spectrometers,
Multicolor or White Light Photometers
Electron Particle Detectors, Ionization
Chamber Particle Detectors, X-Ray Detectors,
Trapped Radiation Detectors
Gamma-Ray Detectors
Gamma-Ray Detectors
IR Radiometers
Microwave Radiometers
i
-40 to -65 1 elevisiou Cameras
-50 UV Spectrometer, IR Radiometer/Spectrometer,
Magnetometer
-I5C Microwave Radiometers,	 Ionization Analysis of
Planetary Atmospheres, 	 Occultation Experi-
ments,	 Radar Altimeter
-100 UV,	 Miss Spectrometer
-100 UV,	 Mass Spectrometer
-100 UV, Mass Spectrometer
-65	 TV
-65	 TV
0	 Rubidium Vapor Magnetometer
750-39
!'able 2. Potential Science Detectors for Orbiter Missions
Current Estimation
of I etnperature
Detector	 I	 Capability, ° C	 Possible Instruments
Image/Sound Orthocon
Germanium Bolometer
Lead Sulfide Celle
Copper Wire Inductors Wound
on NiFe Cores
Doped Detectors (for IRR use)
Crystal Microphones
Photomultipliers with Si.
Si02 etc. surfaces
Curved Gold Plated M&Z,
siurn Disks; Faraday Cups
Lithium Drifted Solid State
Detectors
Cesium Iodide Photodiodes
Silicon Solid State Detectors
Germanium Solid State
Detectors
Helium Cells
Photomultiplier Tubes
Geiger-Muller Tubes
Cherenkov Counters
Scintillation Counters
Bismuth-Antimony
1 hermopiles
Ferrite Switching Devices,
Hot Carrier Diodes,
Gallium- Arsenide Semi-
conductors
Vidicon Tubes
Electrometers (Vibrating
Reed)
Electromagnetic Antennas
Electron Multipliers
(a) Multistage Secondary
Electron Simulator
Ibl Secondary electron
conductor
(c) Electrostatic and Elec-
tromagnetic Chance
Multiplier
Silicon Sensors
Photo Cathode Devices
Rubidium Absorption Cells
20
50
55
60
50
125
0 to 70
X125
40
40
15 to 40
50
100
0 to 7C
20 to°
40
40
30
70
25
75
100
20
20
20
-10
20
40
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not likely that high temperatures will be a problem for most instruments.
(See Section 11, Conclusions and Recommendations, and Section VI, Thermal
Studies. )
The majority of she electronics parts likely to be used on outer planet
science instruments (again aside from detectors elements) have a low tempera-
ture capability of - 55 ° C. Detector elements, however, are not as easily cate-
gorized. Detector elements with possible low temperature problenis include
silicon solid state radiation detectors (-40° C), selenium compound vidicons
(-40'C), certain Photomultiplier tubes (- 10° C to - 20° C), certain Geiger Muller
tubes (- 30° C), and certain ferrite switching devices, hot carrier diodes and
Gallium Arsenide Semiconductors (-20°C).
Attitude control sensors for outer planet orbiters use parts types similar
to those contained in the science units. For example, the approach guidance
tracker uses a type of TV camera for a sensor, with electronics located in the
bus. An existing configuration of a Canopus Tracker has a quoted lower tem-
perature limit of - 15° C, which may be mainly due to its ancestry as a bus
instrument on previous Mariner missions. The parts types listed for it include
items used in the science units; thus, it would seem that operation at lower 	
4P
temperatures could be accomplished, or as a last resort, the unit could be
placed within the bus.
In general, most spacecraft missions that have taken place to date have
focused most attention on upper qualification temperature limits. The rela-
tively minor significance attached to the low temperature limits rnay be more
a reflection of current MIL- Specification performance guaranteed by manufac-
turers than an absolute floor on low-temperature capability. In other words,
some of the parts with quoted low end capabilities of -50°C or so may actually
be capable of operation at significantly lower temperatures. Current qualifica-
tion specifications do not require verification of such capability since previous
missions permitted operation of the parts at comfortably higher temperatures.
In these cases, qualification of parts for lower temperature operation may be
attainable while avoiding some of the costs otherwise incurred in the research
and development of new piece parts.
16
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VI. T 11ERMAL STUDIES
Identification of extreme temperatures that may be encountered is, in
reality, a complex task. This becomes evident when it is realized that various
means of thermal control arc available to provide nearly any range of tempera-
ture desired for operation of any Lion-bus tnstrurnent. However, the greater
the amount of thermal control required, the greater thc,- penalty incurred, in
terms of power and weight needed to provide that thermal control. Ultimately,
increases in the thermal control requirement can be seen to be associated with
increases in cost per data bit retrieved from the mission.
From the standpoint of obtaining the maximum scientific information
from spacecraft mission for the least cost, the use of instruments capable of
operation throughout a wide range of temperatures is highly desirable. The
use of such instruments would minimize the power and weight requirements for
therinal control devices.
However, the range of temperatures within which any instrument may
operate is generally limited by the thermal capabilities of its components. To
increase this range, development of components with greater thermal capa-
bilities would be required. Ultimately, a trade-off must be made between
paying the price for thermal control and paying the price for development of
wide temperature capability components.
If increased piece part capabilities could result in the elimination of one
or two pounds of weight used solely for thermal control purposes, perhaps an
additional scientific instrument could be placed on board. In this way the 	 ^!
scientific worth of the spacecraft might be increased. On the other hand, piece
part development would not be economically sound if the development costs
exceede!: the cumulative savings that result from the reduction of thermal con-
trol weight and power requirements.
A . ASSUMPTIONS AND APPROACH
Orbiter spacecraft can be classified into two distinct categories. One
category would include those orbiters projected for use around Venus or
Mercury, where the proximity to the Sun and certain physical properties of
17
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each planet combine to produce an envircrunent that makes available a
significant supply of heat capable of increasing the temperature of the spac ,s-
craft.	 The other category of orbiter spacecraft primaril` • ir.cl'.ides those
orbiters projected for use around any of the outer planets.	 This category is
characterized by the lack of heat sources in the environment that are capable
t of significantly influencing spacecraft instrument temperatures (aside from
i certain IFR devices).
For the purpose of evaluating temperature extremes incurred by orbiter
spacecraft, thermal studies should be performed on representative equipments
in each category.	 However, thermal studies were not performed on outer
planet orbiter spacecraft.	 The basis for thie action rests on two points.
First, the instruments identified as logical choices for use on outer planet
and Mars orbiters were noted to be generally identical tc, those identified as
logical choices for use on outer planet flyby spacecraft.
	 Secondly, the tern-
r perature extremes expected to be incurred by these instruments on an orbiter
spacecraft mission would
	 a no case be more extreme than if the instruments
were on an outer planet flyby spacecraft mission.
	 Consequently, the results
drawn from the thermal studies performed relative to flyby spacecraft experi-
encing coil temperature extremes are directly applicable to Mars and outer
planet orbiter spacecraft as well, and have been included in Section II,
	 Con-
clusions and Recommendations.
Innerlanet
	 Venus and Mercury) orbiter thermal studies wp	 (	 y)	 i	 ere under-
s taken.	 Even though the instruments proposed for inner planet orbiter space-
craft are nearly identical to those identified as likely candidates for inner
planet flyby spacecraft, the additional impinging energy attributed to planetary
radiation was cansidered of sufficient magnitude to warrant analysis of its
effects.	 As in the high temperature flyby examination, a parametric approach
was employed to determine the impact of variations in solar intensit y , plane-
tary infrared radiation, albedo, and certain physical properties of ins.t ruin ent s.
Solar radiation intensities were limited by orbital considerations to values no
a	 l greater than that normally intercepted at 0. 31 AU (Mercury perihelion).
The nature of an inner planet orbital mission increases the complexity
of a spacecraft's thermal system relative to that of a flyby mission through the
same point in space.
	 As in the flyby case, the initial phase of an orbiter
18
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missien encounters solar radiation which varies in intensity between Earth and
the destination planet. In orbit, not only is the direct bolar irradiation of con-
cern, but also the constant proximity of the spacecraft to the planet, which
allows appendage located equipment to also be thermally influi• nced by planetary
radiation. The planetary radiation is derived from two sourceb: the albedo,
or reflected solar energy, and the planet's infi erred radiation (whi( h is charac-
teristic of a planet's equilibriwn temperature). Another thermally significant
difference occurs to spacecraft on orbits traversing through the shaded or
night side of a planet, which results in the cyclic application, and removal of
the solar and albedo irradiation of externally located equipment.
Based on the previous study of flyby missions, an optimally configured
cubical model of an instrument housing was assumed. Primary solar-irradiation
control was incorporated in the form of a second-surface mirror for the sur-
face of the sunlocked face. As in the flyby investigation, the cube was defined
to contain an area of 0.5 ft  per face. The initial thermal-control parameter
examined was the type of housing material selected for the non-sunlocked
faces, since certain physical properties of the surface material control the
quantity of radiant energy absorbed from the planet as well as the quantity
reradiated to space. Other instrument characteristics considered included the
length of the housing along the sun line, which related the lateral reradia.ting
area and the supplernental internal he -Ang.
Certain other parameters related to the orbit selected for the spacecraft,
planetary radiation properties, and instrument geometrical properties were
considered. The main parameter governing the radiation intensity from a planet
is defined by the altitude of the orbit. Two values of orbit altitude were evalu-
ated, 500 and 1500 km. The values were considered representative of nominal
and worst case orbits likely to be selected for actual missions.
The second parameter closely examined relates to the radiation- intensity
distribution of a planet. Certain positions in specific orbits provide more con-
servative extremes in terms of total received radiation than others. In partic-
ular, the first portion is located where a spacecraft crosses the planet- sunline
at noon, and the second point is located when the planet- sunline is crossed at
midrright, (which can also be referred to as light or subsolar and dark or
19
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shadowed points). At the former, all three energy sources impinge on a
spacecraft, in maximum concentration. At the latter, only the planetary infra-
red radiation is present.
Va1:.^!s of various planetary characteristics pertinent to the investigation,
and used in the analysis, are given belov, in Table 4.
The analysis was performed for circular orbits around V?nus, Mercury
perihelion, and Mercury aphelion. Rather than constructing a therinal systellk
for the computer program consisting of the Sun, a planet and the instrument,
the planet was replaced by a `actor representing the amount of energy radiated
from the planet which is absorbed by the entire instrument. The most critical
segment of this portion of th-^ analysis occurred during the uetermination of
the viewing factor for the planet. This criticality was due to the fact that each
face of the instrument housing had to be separately analyzed to determine the
resultant heat input, which was not the same for a l : surfaces due to the dii-
ferences in the orientation of each surface relative to the Sun, planet, and space
view factors. The factors were ultimately determined utilizing table-i based
on an analysis of Earth orbits, which were reconiri,ended for use in the deter-
mination of view factors for orbiters of all the other planets.2
Table 4. Planetary Properties and Characteristics
Character- Surface
istics Displace- Solar Flux',' Planet Planet Temper-
ment, 'BTU/ Diameter, Planet Emis- ature
AU hr ft 2 106m Albedo sivity
OF
Posi- Mid-tion Noon nite
Mercury 0.31 4533 (	 4.84 0.06 0.235 750 70
Perihelion
Mercury 0.47 1792 4.84 0.06 0.235 450 70
Aphelion
Venus 0.72 823 12.1 0.76 0.06 890 665
^Based on 430 Btu/fir ft 
	 for Earth
f
`Stevenson, J. A. and J. C. Grafton; "Radiation Heat Transfer Analysis
for Space Vehicles, " ASD Report 61- 119, Part I, North American Aviation
Inc. , SID 61- 91, JPL 95036, December 1 961 .
0
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l: As irsentioned earlier, except for polar orbits along the terminator,
spacecraft orbits about a planet will be in the shadow of the planet for a certain
  of the total orbit time u to approximately 50 p ercent). Such space-percentage	 ( P	 P P	 Y	 P	 )	 P	 j
craft will be subjected to var y ing amounts of radiation. In particular, when i
crossing the terminator between the light and dark sides, an instrunent will be
impressed with an almost discontinuous chang e! in energy level. As a conse-
(luCiice, an instrument's temperature response can be expected to experience
a t i me lag which is a function of its thermal properties, particularly its heat
( apacity. In turn, the tcrnperature of the instrument may not reach its termi-
nal, steady state value. The \ .11ue it does attain depends on the change in the
stimulating energy and ics duration, which is determined by the orbit
period.
The calculated circular orbital periods for orbiters at various altitudes
are listed in Table 5. The time during which the energy distribution is constant
can be considered to vary from the entire orbit period (for polar terminator
orbits) to a very small duration on the order of one-half hour or less (for
elliptical orbits centered on the planet-sun line).
•^	 The total effect of this variability, as experienced by the instrument, will
r	 be an energy impressment that oscillates in magnitude. When the duration of
impressment of a relatively constant magnitude energy is on the order of one-
half hour or less, the thermal response of the instrument may prevent the
t	 instrument from attaining the terminal value indicated. On the other hand,t	 .
when the duration is greater than one-half hour, the size of the instrument and
its heat capacity may be sufficiently small such that the terminal steady state
values (baeed on qualitative comparisons with spacecraft analysis) .nay be
attained. Thus, for the purpose of this ETR study, the terminal, steady state
value of temperature serves as a conservative approxintiation of the actual
extremes that may be incurred.
Table 5. ^,ircular Orbital Periods About Inner Planets, in Hours
--.	 Orbital Altitude,	 kin
500 1000 1500Planet
Mercury 1. 91 2.50 I	 3. 02
Venus 1. 63 1.82 2.01
21
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The method of thermal analysis employed consisted of constructing an
analytical thermal balance in order to identify the contributing mechanisms.
Then, the detailed thermal system with each contributing component was
defined. Finally, these components were reformed into the arrangement which
best facilitated the use of the Thermal Analyses System (TAS) computer pro-
gram. The computer yielded the instrument housing equilibrium temperature
results as eucii parameter was submitted in sequence.
B. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Comfortable temperatures can be attained by appendage instruments
through the application of good thermal control practices. Without the use of
thermal control techniques, spacecraft instruments could experience tempera-
tures ranging from less than 200°C below zero to more than 100°C above.
However, by effectively eliminating (or controlling) the heat absorbed from the
Sun and any orbited planet, instrument temperatures can be made primarily
dependent upon the amount of heat dissipated internally. For instruments
similar to the cubical model assumed in this study, dissipation of only a few
watts internally through the rinostatically controlled heaters will result in
nominal temp; ratures being constantly maintained.
To determine what the ''worst case" extremes withowc thermal control
could be, a cubical model dissipating no power internally was examined in
terms of its interaction with the environment. Other than assuming the instru-
ment had a second surface mirror on its unlocked face (to limit the maximum
temperature attained through solar irradiation), as an extreme case, no forms
of thermal control were considered employed. Tb- temperatures experienced
by such an instrument were found to vary from 100° C below zero (essentially
no heat being absorbed) to more than 100°C above zero (where both the
Sun and the orbited planet contribute sizeable quantities of heat). Further-
more, severe temperature oscillations could occur when a spacecraft is in aP	 P
planetary orbit that causes it to pass in and out of the planet's shadow. Fig-
ures 1 through 3 in Appendix II present the graphical illustrations of those
effects as a function of housing materials and orbital distance front the planet.
I F
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As a more realistic case, a model embodying the application of good
thermal design practices was studied and a completely different picture
evolved. First, the instrument was considered to be shielded from the Sun by
the ma'n spacecraft bus or other shielding techniques. This move wa- based
on the point that most orbiter appendage instruments are designed to view the
planet, not the Sun, and consequently do not have to be in the Sun. Thus, the
heat variable attributable to the Sun was eliminated.
Secondly, the heat absorbed by the instrument from planetary radiation
was minimized. This was accomplished by covering the instruiiient with a
superinsulating blanket. Using a thermal blanket not only reduces the quantity
of energy absorbed, but also acts as a thermal oscillation damper. The latter
action occurs by introducing a longer time constant for instrument response to
abrupt changes in the magnitude of impinging radiation.
Thirdly, internal dissipation of power through thermostatically controlled
heaters was used as means of heating the instruument. The heat was used to
achieve a relatively constant temperature, at levels generally considered
acceptable, for any inner planet orbiter greater than 500 krn from the surface
r^
of a planet.
tt
	
	 Finally, the use of thermostatically controlled louvers and/or the addi-
tion of ra ,liating fins, in lieu of the thermal blanket, on that side of the instru-
ment that never views the planet was considered as a means of handling any
excessive amounts of heat generated internally. (Production of heat in excess
of that required to attain a comfortable temperature could come about through
the normal operation of the instrument, wherein it may dissipate more power
than basically needed for the production of an acceptable thermal environment. )
For illustrative purposes, a cubical aluminwn modal (containing approxi-
mately 6.;0 in. 3) was examined. This configuration and size model was con-
sidered generally representative of typical instruments proposed for orbiter
spacecraft.
In the first case examined, the model was assumed to :) be shielded
from the Sun by the main spacecraft bus, 2) be covered by a super-insulating
thermal blanket 3 mils thick, weighing less than 0. 1 lb, 3) contain heaters,
thermostatically controlled, and 4) dissipate one watt of power during
r
I.
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normal operation. Analysis indicated that during interplanetary flight, 2 watts
of internal power dissipation would produce a constant 22 • C instrument tem-
perature. In the worst case planetary orbit, 500 kin above Venus, the one watt
of instrument operating power supplemented by one watt of thermostatically
controlled heater power (controlled to open at 25°C) would result in instrument
temperatures fluctuating a few degrees centigrade around 250C.
In the second case examined, the original model was modified in two
ways. First, instead of only one watt being dissipated internally, twelve watts
were considered dissipated during orbital operations. (This value was based
on a conservative estimate of the highest power density instruments likely to
be used on orbiter spacecraft. ) The second modification consisted of removing
the constraint that the entire: instrument package be covered by a superinsula-
ting thermal blanket. As in the first case, the instrument was assumed to
have no requirement to directly view the planet.
By varying certain surface properties of the instrument, comfortable
temperatures were found to be obtainable. For example, analysis indicated
that the instrument would attain a temperature of 25° C while orbiting 500 kin
above Venus, if one sixth of its total surface area was coated with a high emis-
sivity material (,E= 0. 9) which viewed space alone and the balance of the instru-
ment was covered by 3 layers of superinsulation weighing 0. 1 lb. In inter-
planetary flight a total of 13 watts dissipated through the thermostatically
controlled heaters would be required to maintain the same temperature.
The final case considered the problems involved wlien some portion of
an instrument must view the planet. The original cubical model was assumed
to contain a TV camera, consisting of optics, vidicon, and signal preamplifier.
A 4.6 in. diameter quartz lens was conservatively selected to represent that
surface area of the instrument requiring a view of the planet; this estimate
was based on the proportion of Mariner Mars 1971 (MM'71) TV lens' areas to
the total TV surface areas. Eight watts were assumed to be internally dis-
sipated, similarly based on the most conservative power density relationship
existing in the MM' 71 TV cameras.
r
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I
In a 500 km orbit above Venus, the cubical TV model was found to be
11
r
r• capable of attaining temperatures between 20 and 30°C when certain thermal
control techniques are applied. 	 For example, in one configuration, a quartz
reflector could be placed in front of the TV lens, thereby restricting the energy
entering the lens system.	 With a 3 layer superinsulation thermal blanket
covering the rest of the cube (except for 1/6 of its total surface which views
space and has an emissivity property of E =0. 9), a temperature of 20° C would
be expected.	 During interplanetary flight, the same temperature would result
with the total dissipation of 9-1/2 watts of power through thermostatically con-
troll,L:I heaters.
(
} As noted previously, other thermal control techniques are available to
hinit assembly temperatures, when the particular situation warrants some
other approach.	 For example, thermostatically or mechanically controlled
louvers with different ernissivity coatings on each r ide might be used to elim-
inate a thermal problem in one situatior.	 In another, radiative fins might be
used to increase the total radiative area, thereby limiting the maximum tem-
peratures attainable.	 In any case, it does not appear likely that high tempera-
ture extremes will be a serious problem for inner planet orbiter spacecraft
I
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APPENDIX I
SPACECRAFT BUS THERMAL ISOLATION
Since the planetary radiation is sufficiently intense to require some
consideration, even though small, of the thermal control of instruments orbiting
j the inner planets, there remains some concern for the thermal isolation of the
r' orbiting spacecraft bus. 	 The experience of therinal control space technologists
with spacecraft design and operation--Mariners '69 and '71--indicates that the
potential of the techniques of control is more than adequate to maintain design
temperatures of the bus during planned orbits about the inner planets.
However, to confirin this judgment, a model spacecraft bus was evalu-
ated relative to the worst case orbit that might be attempted - a 500 km polar
orbit around Venus in a plane containing the Sun-planet line. 	 The model bus
was geometrically defined to be a cube containing 45 square feet of external
surface area, within which 350 watts of power was continuously being dissipated
(roughly corresponding to the Mariner class spacecraft size and power dissi-
pation).	 The two opposing faces of the cube parallel to the plane of orbit were
considered coated with a high emissivity coating ( E 	 0. 9).	 With the remaining
four surfaces of the cube covered by several layers of superinsulation (such
a that the cube was essentially thermally isolated from the effects of planetary
a„d solar irradiation), an average bus temperature near 25° C would b,^
ril attained.
Temperatures near this value would prevail throughout the entiro mis-
sion (except for transients induced by inidcourse maneuvers, etc.) as long as
350 1vatts continue to be dissipated. 	 Changes in the power dissipation levels
could be handled in a manner similar to the way Mariner spacecraft have
handled the problem-incorporating thermostatically controlled louvers on the
highly emissive surfaces such that temperature excursions from the nominal
level are minimized.
t
From this analysis, it is concluded that bus temperatures of an inner
t planet orbiter spacecraft can be made essentially thermally independent of the
planet as well as the Sun.	 Consequently, comfortable bus temperatures car. be
attained (in the same manner as currently 	 sed) b	 controlli ng the amount ofY	 Y	 g
heat radiating from the bus relative to the amount of heat generated within the
bus.
I- 1
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